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The wind, from 0 to 63
Strength Light Breeze Strong Gale force Storm force
Knots 0 to 12 13 to 19 20 to 33 34 to 47 48 to 63

% % % % %
January 44 29 23 3 1
February 47 33 19 0,5 0
March 50 30 19 1 0
April 57 28 14 1 0
May 67 23 8 0 0
June 66 23 10 0,3 0
July 74 23 3 0 0
August 79 18 3 0 0
September 67 22 10 0,05 0
October 57 27 15 0 0
November 43 34 22 0,1 0
December 46 29 24 0,1 0

Monthly averages of hourly data gathered at Pointe Heath, at the
Eastern tip of Anticosti, from 1985 to 1989. Table does not include
gusts, which may be 20 to 25 % stronger than the winds shown.

The Pointe Heath reporting station is part of the Québec network of Environment Canada.

Wind aplenty
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On the St Lawrence, as the weather becomes cooler, 
it also becomes more threatening.

Summer
The summer months are obviously the best time for pleasure
boaters and water sports. Just look at the statistics!

There is plenty of wind for sailors, both on the River and in the
Gulf. You may even encounter some squalls or gale force winds,
but not very often.

The troublesome lows generally pass to the North of the St
Lawrence valley. The bad weather they bring affects us less in
the summer than at other times of the year.

The other three seasons
As the days shorten, the wind gains strength. From early autumn
to late spring, peaking in the winter, the wind speed picks up,
reaches its maximum and falls off again as with each passing
low.

In fact, the closer one is to the low pressure centre, the more
unpleasant the weather is apt to be. Since the St Lawrence is on
the winter track of low pressure systems, these months will natu-
rally offer the worst weather.

From mid-autumn onward, lows unleash violent storms in the
estuary and the Gulf.

At these times, navigation becomes so dangerous that vessels are
sometimes lost with all hands in the Gulf, even though the meteo-
rologists get their weather warnings out as quickly as possible�



Vessel icing
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Among the pleasures that winter has to offer is freezing rain,
which covers everything, including windshields, in an icy glaze.
At sea, these conditions can quickly become dangerous.

Weight of the ice
In the Gulf and on the River, there is a risk of vessels icing as
soon as the air temperature falls below -2 °C.

Icing is caused by spray thrown up from the hull and by the wind
onto the vessel's superstructure, once the wind reaches about 40
knots.

Several tonnes of ice can accumulate within a few hours, caus-
ing the vessel to capsize or even sink.

Marine warnings are issued automatically whenever there is a
risk of significant icing. Freezing sea spray occurs from
November to April in ice-free areas �
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Average limit Open water

Ice cycle
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Who would expect to find ice at Québec? It may be perfectly
natural for those who live there, but quite astonishing for visitors
from the South. 

Ice making
The St Lawrence is an enormous ice-making machine. It starts in
December, forming ice floes between Montréal and Québec.

Pushed along by the currents and prevailing winds, the ice quickly
reaches the estuary and extends East of Les Méchins by late
December.

A sea of ice
From January to late February, ice gradually covers the entire
Gulf. Ice from the March break-up in the estuary adds to the
accumulation in the Gulf, which doesn't completely disappear
until May.

One advantage of sea ice is that it limits vessel icing, since it pre-
vents waves and thus spray from forming �

Average ice cover, January 1

Average ice cover, February 26


